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Executive Summary  

This paper examines the impact of differences in one of the key price formation areas of 
organized wholesale electricity markets: whether or not the cost of starting and operating natural 
gas peaking units is included in wholesale market prices, also known as “fast-start pricing.”  In 
bilateral transactions, both buyers and sellers generally consider the cost of starting and 
operating peaking units when negotiating the price of a transaction.  FERC has also recognized 
that the cost of a decision to start and operate a so-called “fast start” unit “represents a marginal 
cost that should be reflected in prices.”  As of 2022, five of the six FERC-jurisdictional organized 
markets include the cost of starting and operating natural gas peaking units in their calculation 
of wholesale market prices.  The exception is the markets operated by the CAISO, where fast-
start pricing has been actively opposed by both the CAISO and by its Department of Market 
Monitoring.  Under its current market design, CAISO-operated markets generally exclude the 
costs of starting and operating natural gas peaking units from the calculation of the wholesale 
market prices, and instead rely on side payments from the market operator to the individual 
units to enable them to break even on their variable costs across each day. 

To better understand the frequency, magnitude, and impact of the CAISO-operated markets 
excluding the cost of using natural gas peaking units from the calculation of CAISO market 
prices, Powerex and Public Power Council (PPC) commissioned a highly detailed analysis using 
publicly available data on hour-by-hour unit output for 2017-2020 for the Pacific Northwest, 
Southwest and California regions.  This analysis shows that: 

• Natural gas peaking units are routinely started during the evening peak hours year-
round, and also during the morning peak hours during the winter months.  The short-
duration dispatch of fossil-fueled units to meet demand in peak hours is particularly 
common in the Southwest and in the southern (SP-15) sub-region of California. 

• When these natural gas units are started and operated to meet peak demand, there is a 
large “gap” between what the market prices would be if they included these costs and 
the actual market prices calculated in the CAISO markets (which excludes them).  For 
example, between 2017 and 2020, the average market price in SP15 between 6 p.m. 
and 7 p.m. was approximately $23/MWh less than if the cost of starting and operating 
natural gas peaking units had been included in the calculation of the market price; in 
NP15, it was nearly $15/MWh less. 

The lack of fast-start pricing in the CAISO-operated markets has direct economic consequences 
for all entities that sell or purchase wholesale electricity at market prices in CAISO-operated 
markets (including in the Western EIM): 

1. It is estimated that California loads benefit by approximately $1.3 billion per year, as the 
market prices at which California load-serving entities purchase wholesale electricity to 
meet demand is suppressed below efficient and accurate levels.  This estimate assumes 
that California load ultimately purchases all of their supply from the wholesale market, 
over various time horizons, from both merchant generation and imports. 
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2. In-state generators are harmed by selling their output at suppressed market prices.  This 
economic harm is not limited to fossil-fueled merchant generating units, but also to the 
kind of non-emitting resources that are vital to achieving environmental policy goals.  For 
example, it is estimated that in 2020, market revenues for wind resources in northern 
California were suppressed by approximately 9%, whereas revenues for a four-hour 
battery storage resource were suppressed by approximately 34%. 

3. Northwest and Southwest ratepayers are harmed by receiving $188-420 million per year 
less for wholesale sales to California due to suppressed market prices.  Load-serving 
entities typically rely on revenues from off-system sales to lower their retail electricity 
rates, as it reduces the revenues that must be recovered from their own ratepayers. 

In addition to creating transfers of significant value to California load interests (at the expense of 
external ratepayers and internal wholesale sellers, particularly renewable resources and 
storage), and undermining the accuracy of wholesale market prices in general, the lack of fast-
start pricing in CAISO’s markets has numerous additional adverse consequences: 

1. Discriminatory compensation: Entities that provide the same service (i.e., that provide 
electricity to meet demand in peak hours) do not receive the same compensation, as the 
CAISO subsidizes the dispatch of fossil-fueled peaking resources through uplift 
payments to these resources, but does not make comparable compensation to all other 
resources that produce and sell wholesale electricity in the same hours. 

2. Inefficient use of clean, flexible Northwest hydro resources: CAISO market prices 
do not provide a strong price signal for clean energy-limited resources to shape their 
output into the hours of peak demand through the CAISO’s organized markets; these 
resources may instead find more attractive opportunities selling their output in the 
bilateral markets as flat 8-hour and 16-hour products, where the costs of starting and 
operating fast-start resources are reflected in market prices. 

3. Weakened carbon-pricing programs: The calculation of wholesale market prices in 
CAISO-operated markets not only excludes the cost of starting and operating natural 
gas peaking units, it also excludes the cost of GHG emissions from those units, which 
can be among the highest in the grid.  This undermines a key goal of carbon pricing 
programs, including California’s cap-and-trade program as well as programs being 
explored by multiple other western states. 

The above leads to a clear and compelling conclusion: any day-ahead and real-time organized 
market platform that develops in the west must include the cost of starting and operating 
peaking units in the calculation of wholesale market prices.  Transitioning to a full organized 
market without fast-start pricing would cause significant economic harm to ratepayers in the 
Northwest and Southwest sub-regions of the west, and will fail to produce the accurate and 
efficient wholesale market prices necessary to support the deep decarbonization of the western 
grid while maintaining reliability and keeping electricity affordable for ratepayers. 
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Accurate Wholesale Market Prices Must Include The Cost Of Starting 

And Operating Natural Gas Peaking Units  

Absent scarcity conditions, wholesale market prices in organized markets are intended to reflect 
the increase in system wide costs associated with serving an additional increment of demand. 
However, absent special pricing provisions such as “fast start pricing”, only those resources that 
can quickly adjust their output up or down are eligible to set the wholesale market price.  In 
simplified circumstances, this eligibility requirement helps ensure that wholesale market prices 
reflect the incremental cost of energy in each market interval.  But as FERC explained in 2016, 
“this eligibility requirement can distort [wholesale market prices] when a fast-start resource is 
committed and dispatched to serve expected load during a particular interval.”1  FERC went on 
to explain that: 

We preliminarily find that given the unique operating characteristics of fast-start 
resources, their commitment costs, i.e., start-up and no-load costs, should be 
viewed as marginal costs and, as such, should be included in prices.2  

In other words, even though many fast-start resources, such as natural gas peaking units, may 
not be able to adjust their output up or down for the next market interval, FERC’s policy is that 
they should be included in the calculation of wholesale market prices.  As of 2022, five of the six 
FERC-jurisdictional organized electricity market operators have designed their markets to 
include the costs of starting and operating fast-starting peaking units in the wholesale market 
prices for electricity.  The exception is the markets operated by the CAISO, whose market 
design approach continues to exclude those costs. 

CAISO’s History Of Opposing Fast-Start Pricing Is Consistent With The Disproportionate 
Influence Of California Ratepayer Interests In The CAISO’s Governance Structure 

The CAISO and its DMM division have repeatedly opposed FERC’s efforts to require organized 
markets to implement robust “fast-start pricing” provisions.  Notably, DMM’s opposition was not 
limited to arguing against changes to the CAISO markets in particular; DMM also intervened in 
multiple FERC proceedings unrelated to the CAISO’s markets to argue against recognizing the 
cost of starting gas peaking units in NYISO, PJM and SPP.  DMM claimed that fast-start pricing 
“would contradict a basic principle of economic theory that has been accepted for over 70 
years[.]”3  But DMM’s comments also revealed a concern regarding the level of wholesale 
market prices: 

Under the fast-start pricing rules, fast-start resources would not be compensated 
any more than under the current pricing rules. Rather, the source of the payment 
would simply shift from bid cost recovery to energy market payments. However, 

 
1 See FERC Notice of Proposed Rulemaking in Docket No. RM17-3, Fast-Start Pricing in Markets 
Operated by Regional Transmission Organizations and Independent System Operators, (December 
2016), at 8. 
2 Id. at 51. 
3 DMM NOPR Comments, at 4. 
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resources that are less expensive than the market clearing price would be 

paid substantially more through a higher market clearing price.4 

The opposition of the CAISO and of its DMM division to including the cost of dispatching fast-
start natural gas peaking units in the wholesale market price of electricity is out of step with the 
view of FERC, as well as that of other organized markets and their respective market monitors.  
It is also entirely out of step with the existing bilateral markets, where sellers will include the cost 
of starting and operating a fast-start unit in their offer prices and purchasers will include the 
costs saved by not starting and operating a fast-start unit in their bid prices.  But the CAISO’s 
and its DMM’s opposition to fast-start pricing—which has the effect of appropriately raising 
wholesale market prices during the hours that fast-start units are operating—appears fully 
consistent with the CAISO’s historical governance structure and its statutory requirement to act 
for the benefit of California ratepayers.5  Entities and regions outside of California are very 
differently situated, however, and include a wide cross-section of circumstances, interests and 
priorities.  There are also generators within California—including not only merchant fossil-fueled 
generators but also renewable resources and battery storage resources—whose interests are 
not served by the positions taken by CAISO and its DMM division.   

Analysis Of Public Data Shows Extensive Use Of Fast-Start Natural 

Gas Peaking Resources In The Markets Operated By The CAISO, But 

CAISO Market Prices That Are Significantly Below The Cost Of These 

Resources 

In order to better understand the ramifications of the CAISO’s continued exclusion of the cost of 
committing and using natural gas peaking units from its calculation of wholesale market prices, 
Powerex and PPC engaged EnergyGPS to conduct an extensive, highly detailed analysis of 
public generation data from 2017 to 2020.   

This analysis examined the hour-by-hour generation output from all fast-start units across the 
bulk of the Western Interconnection, and identified instances in which a fast-starting natural gas 
peaking unit appears to have been started and used for only a short period.  The effective 
running cost of the most expensive such unit was then compared to the CAISO market prices 
for that hour to estimate the “gap” between prices as calculated under the CAISO current 
market design and what they might be if the CAISO adopted fast-start pricing, similar to all other 
FERC-jurisdictional organized markets. 

As discussed below, the EnergyGPS analysis found frequent short-duration use of natural gas 
peaking units, and also found that the CAISO market prices were materially below the levels 

 
4 DMM NOPR Comments, at 26. (Emphasis added) 
5 The filings by the CAISO and DMM against FERC’s action on fast-start pricing were not the result of a 
stakeholder process or any other consultation with market participants, but rather appear to reflect the 
perspectives of these institutions. 
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consistent with the use of such units as the marginal resource to meet demand6. The complete 
report by EnergyGPS on its analysis is attached as Appendix A.   

Natural Gas Peaking Units Are Used Extensively, Particularly In California And The Southwest 

Across the WECC footprint analyzed (which included the Pacific Northwest, Southwest, 
Northern California and Southern California sub-regions), EnergyGPS identified over 16,000 
short-duration dispatches of peaking units per year from 2017 to 2020.7   

 
Source: EnergyGPS analysis, Appendix A at 9. 

EnergyGPS found that short-duration dispatches of peaking units were most frequent in the 
Southwest, where in approximately 50% of all hours at least one peaking unit had a short-
duration dispatch.  Short-duration dispatches of peaking units were also common in the 
CAISO’s southern (SP-15) sub-region (39% of hours) and its northern (NP-15) sub-region (32% 
of hours).  Peaking units were dispatched for short durations far less frequently in the Pacific 
Northwest, where flexible hydro resources provide similar service. 

EnergyGPS also looked at the months and the hours of the day in which short-duration 
dispatches of peaking units were most common. They found that the average number of short-
duration dispatches in California was highest during the evening peak hours year-round, and 
also during the morning peak in the winter months. 

 
6 The EnergyGPS analysis was compiled from various sources of publicly available data and required 
developing criteria for identifying instances in which a fossil-fueled unit was started for a short duration to 
meet demand.  The analysis was thorough and all reasonable efforts were made to ensure accuracy, and 
Powerex and PPC are confident in the direction and relative magnitude of the results.  Nevertheless, 
entities with direct access to the actual market data, software, and outputs are undoubtedly in a position 
to undertake a more refined analysis. 
7 EnergyGPS analysis, Appendix A, at 9. 
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Source: EnergyGPS analysis, see also Appendix A at 11-12. 

CAISO Market Prices—Including In The Western EIM Footprint—Would Be Substantially Higher 
In Some Hours If They Included The Cost Of These Fast-Start Natural Gas Peaking Units.  

EnergyGPS also estimated the impact of including the cost of starting and operating these 
peaking units on the CAISO’s calculation of the market prices. More specifically, EnergyGPS 
calculated the difference, if any, between: 

1. The effective variable cost of a peaking unit on a short-duration dispatch; and 

2. The CAISO’s average real-time market price at the respective hub in the same hour. 

EnergyGPS estimated that including the costs of short-duration dispatches of natural gas 
peaking units would result in wholesale market prices that were significantly higher during the 
hours that fast-start units are used most often: the evening peak hours year-round, and the 
morning peak hours of winter months.  The table below shows the average of the price impacts 
identified by EnergyGPS for each region across different hours of the day between 2017 and 
2020.8  For the evening peak hour from 6 p.m. and 7 p.m., this price impact averaged nearly 
$15/MWh in NP15, and nearly $23/MWh in SP15. 

 
8 The table shows the average value of the price impacts calculated by EnergyGPS, excluding hours in 
which the CAISO market price was less than $20/MWh, since short-duration dispatches at these price 
levels may be more likely to indicate local reliability needs.  See Appendix A, at 28. 
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Source: EnergyGPS analysis, see also Appendix A at 17.  

Notably, EnergyGPS estimated the price impacts considering each region on its own, and under 
the assumption of no impacts to prices in other regions.  In reality, adopting fast-start pricing in 
any of these regions would result in a stronger price signal for more efficient resources to be 
delivered from other regions during peak hours, resulting in improved efficiency of inter-regional 
trade and an increase in the wholesale market prices in the exporting regions.   

Who Benefits And Who Is Harmed By Excluding The Cost Of Fast-

Start Peaking Units From CAISO Market Prices 

When wholesale market prices are distorted below accurate and efficient levels, a key result is a 
shift in the value of wholesale electricity transactions between buyers and sellers.  EnergyGPS 
quantified the economic benefit and economic harm when CAISO market prices are below the 
levels that reflect the cost of starting and operating fast-start peaking units. 

The Market Cost Of Wholesale Electricity Purchases To Meet Load in the CAISO BAA Was 
Reduced By An Average Of $1.3 Billion Per Year During 2017 - 2020 

As a full organized market, all load in the CAISO BAA is financially settled as purchases at the 
applicable wholesale market price.  Based on the hourly price impacts calculated in its study, 
EnergyGPS determined that the total cost of wholesale energy purchases to meet load in the 
CAISO BAA was reduced by an average of $1.3 billion per year due to excluding the cost of 
fast-start peaking units from the calculation of wholesale market prices.9   

Lower wholesale energy costs benefit California load-serving entities that are large net 
purchasers of wholesale electricity to meet their retail demand, particularly during the evening 
and morning peak hours in which fast-start units tend to be used more frequently.  In practice, 
however, the total cost savings for California ratepayers is likely less than the value calculated 
by EnergyGPS because some load-serving entities in the CAISO BAA have retained a portion 

 
9 As noted previously, the hourly price impacts calculated by EnergyGPS were not applied to hours in 
which the CAISO market price was below $20/MWh, which is more likely to indicate a short-duration 
dispatch for local reliability needs.  See Appendix A, at 28. 
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of their generating units (which would benefit from including the cost of fast-start peaking units 
in the calculation of wholesale market prices, which would lead to higher-priced wholesale 
sales). Nevertheless, a significant majority of load in the CAISO BAA is served by wholesale 
purchases from unaffiliated generators and importers, indicating that the magnitude of savings 
associated with excluding peakers from market prices in the CAISO BAA is considerable.10   

In-State Generators—Including Renewables And Storage Resources—Are Directly Harmed 

Every dollar saved by California loads when wholesale market prices are suppressed also 
represents a dollar of economic harm to sellers of wholesale electricity.11  While imports of 
electricity (discussed below) are a critical part of supply to the CAISO BAA, the majority of the 
resources that sell their output at prices based on CAISO market prices are located within the 
CAISO BAA.  This means that much of the benefit to California ratepayers of suppressed 
wholesale market prices causes economic harm to other in-state interests, including not only 
fossil-fueled merchant generation, but also: 

• Renewable resources, particularly wind.  Applying the hourly price impacts calculated 
by EnergyGPS to the hourly output of wind facilities located in northern California shows 
that those wind resources lost approximately $2.30/MWh in average market revenue, or 
9% of their total market revenues.  Similar impacts are likely for wind resources in the 
CAISO’s southern sub-region (SP-15) and in other sub-regions, including the large 
amount of wind installed in Bonneville’s BAA. 

• Battery storage projects.  Applying the hourly price impacts calculated by EnergyGPS 
to the modeled operation of a four-hour battery in the CAISO’s southern sub-region 
(SP-15) shows that a battery storage resource lost approximately $15/MWh in average 
market revenue in 2020, or 34% of its total market revenues. 

Southwest And Northwest Sellers To California Are Also Harmed By Suppressed Prices 

An important share of the wholesale electricity that serves CAISO load is produced outside of 
the CAISO BAA, which means that the economic harm of suppressed wholesale market prices 
is borne by entities outside of the CAISO.  More specifically, suppressed wholesale market 
prices directly harm: 

• Southwest load-serving entities that make surplus sales to California during 

morning and evening peak hours.  Applying the hourly price impacts calculated by 
EnergyGPS for Southern California (SP-15) to electricity deliveries to California from 
Nevada or Arizona shows an estimated suppression of the value of Southwest imports of 

 
10  While some of the wholesale purchases to meet California load may be made outside of the day-
ahead and real-time organized markets, forward market prices generally reflect the expectation of day-
ahead and real-time prices in the organized markets.  Hence the rules for calculating market prices have 
a direct impact on day-ahead and real-time prices in the organized market, and also a similar indirect 
impact on forward prices. 
11 There are additional detrimental consequences of inaccurate market prices, as discussed in the next 
section. 
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$95-$235 million per year.12 Imports into California from the Southwest are generally not 
constrained by transmission limits, hence this impact would largely translate to reduced 
surplus sales revenues for Southwest entities. 

• Northwest load-serving entities that make surplus sales to California during 

morning and evening peak hours.  Applying the hourly price impacts calculated by 
EnergyGPS for Northern California (NP-15) to electricity deliveries to the CAISO BAA on 
the Pacific AC and Pacific DC Interties shows an estimated suppression of the value of 
Northwest imports of $93-185 million per year.13  This impact would result in reduced 
surplus sales revenues for Northwest load-serving entities, reduced value for 
transmission customers that hold Northwest OATT transmission rights to deliver energy 
to California during peak hours, and also potentially reduced CAISO congestion 
revenues. 

Western EIM Participants Are Systemically Harmed Through Suppressed Compensation For 
EIM Transfers When The CAISO BAA Is Importing 

CAISO market prices impact not only the pricing of wholesale electricity delivered by external 
sellers to the CAISO boundary, they also determine the value of transfers resulting from the 
dispatch of participating resources in the Western EIM.  The chart below shows the average 
EIM transfers into or out of the CAISO BAA for each operating hour (light blue bars) as well as 
the actual CAISO average real-time market price (gray line) and the market price if the cost of 
starting and operating natural gas peaking units was included in the calculation (green line). 

 

Notably, during the hours that EnergyGPS calculates that CAISO market prices were most 
suppressed due to excluding peaking units, the CAISO BAA is a large importer of energy from 

 
12 EnergyGPS price impacts were not applied to hours in which the CAISO market price was less than 
$20/MWh.  See Appendix A, slide 28.   
13 Id. 
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the rest of the EIM.  Powerex and PPC estimate that in 2020 the CAISO BAA saved $23 million 
on the cost of EIM imports due to the lack of fast-start pricing in the CAISO-operated markets. 

By the same token, EIM entities that are net exporters during the hours that wholesale market 
prices are most suppressed will be economically harmed by receiving inaccurately low 
compensation for their surplus production.  Powerex and PPC applied the hourly impact 
calculated by EnergyGPS to EIM transfers for all EIM entities in 2020.  The table below 
identifies the net impact on each EIM entity of CAISO market prices that exclude the cost of 
starting and operating peaking units: 

 

 

While the above value transfer among EIM entities may appear modest in size, this largely 
reflects two unique factors that limit activity in the Western EIM.  First, the Western EIM is 
strictly a market for sub-hourly activity, with volumes that are only a fraction of the transactions 
that currently take place in the day-ahead and real-time markets.  Second, entities with flexible 
resources (such as Powerex) currently have the option to avoid selling the output of those 
resources in the Western EIM in favor of alternative transactions in the bilateral markets, where 
prices reflect the value of starting and operating peaking units.  Importantly, both of these 
factors will largely cease to apply once the west fully transitions to day-ahead and real-time 
organized markets.  At that point, the types of value shift currently observed due to a lack of 
fast-start pricing in the Western EIM are likely to apply to a far greater volume of wholesale 
transactions, and drive a significantly larger financial impact.  

Lack Of Fast-Start Pricing Undermines Numerous Policy Objectives 

The impact of suppressed wholesale market prices is not limited to shifting value from 
wholesale sellers to wholesale purchasers during the affected hours.  Accurate wholesale 
market prices are vital to creating appropriate incentives for operational and investment 
decisions, and to enable recovery of costs.  By continuing to exclude the costs of starting and 
operating natural gas peaking units from the calculation of wholesale market prices, the current 
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CAISO market design frustrates these objectives.  But there are additional harmful 
consequences that arise specifically from the lack of fast-start pricing, as detailed below. 

Lack Of Fast-Start Pricing Results In Discriminatory Subsidies To High-Emitting Gas Peakers  

One of the primary symptoms of suppressed wholesale market prices is the need for additional 
side payments to fund production from thermal resources that otherwise would find it 
uneconomic to generate.  This is precisely what happens when natural gas peaking units are 
required to start and operate in order to meet CAISO demand, but wholesale market prices 
exclude those costs and therefore provide insufficient compensation to those units to recover 
their operating costs.  As shown in the figure below, the CAISO has provided approximately 
$125 million per year in so-called “bid cost recovery” payments, reflecting compensation in 
addition to the wholesale market price but that is paid almost entirely to natural gas peaking 
units. 

 
Source: CAISO Department of Market Monitoring, 2020 Annual Report On Market Issues and Performance, at 108; 2019 
at 96; 2018 at 77; and 2017 at 76-77.  Values exclude bid cost recovery amounts identified for the EIM area outside the 
CAISO balancing authority area. 

The use of side payments to provide additional compensation only to certain units results in 
discriminatory outcomes, since other resources that provide wholesale electricity in the same 
hours receive only the (suppressed) wholesale market price but without the side payments.  
Perhaps the clearest harm is to imports and to in-state generators, including hydro, wind and 
solar resources, that are not eligible to receive side payments.  But the discriminatory 
compensation also extends to resources that are eligible for side payments, but simply receive a 
side payment that is just large enough to enable them to cover their own daily operating costs 
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(as opposed to receiving an appropriate wholesale market price that reflects the marginal 
peaking resource, enabling them to generate revenue above their operating costs).   

The graphic below shows the outcomes for a range of different types of resources.  In markets 
where the wholesale market price reflects the marginal cost of all units dispatched to meet 
demand—including the cost of starting and operating natural gas peaking units—all resources 
receive the same compensation (top panel).  In the CAISO-operated markets, however, the 
costs of starting and operating peaking units are excluded from the calculation of the market 
prices, which reduces the gross margin earned by all resources, and creates the need for 
discriminatory side payments to make individual resources whole (bottom panel). 

 

Lack Of Fast-Start Pricing Undermines The Efficient Use Of Cleaner, Lower Cost Resources To 
Displace The Use Of Natural Gas Peaking Units 

When the full compensation of a marginal resource is not reflected in the wholesale market 
prices, one of the detrimental consequences is that the market prices will fail to attract 
alternative resources that might be available and have a lower cost.  In the example above, the 
marginal resource had a cost of $70/MWh, but the market price was only $40/MWh.  This 
means that an external resource that valued its output at $50/MWh would not have an incentive 
to offer its supply to the CAISO for that hour.  That is, the CAISO’s market price signal 
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incorrectly indicates that the $50/MWh import would not be economic, when in fact the resource 
represents a lower cost of meeting demand than starting and operating a natural gas peaking 
unit. 

For example, these weak price signals prevent the CAISO from fully accessing the highly 
flexible clean capacity of Northwest hydro systems.  These resources can provide the same 
flexibility to meet peak demand for short durations as natural gas peaking units.  The left-hand 
chart below shows how Northwest hydro output is shaped into the peak hours of each day, and 
how this shape can shift across the year.  This shows a similar shape to the output from natural 
gas units dispatched for short durations in the EnergyGPS analysis, which is shown on the right: 

 

 

But when the value of these shaped resources is not accurately reflected in CAISO market 
prices, it can mean that the best opportunity for Northwest hydro is often to sell under 16-hour 
and 8-hour bilateral transactions.  It should be readily apparent that the optimal societal use of a 
highly flexible clean resource is not to sell its output as a flat multi-hour product, but that is 
precisely the outcome encouraged by CAISO market prices that do not include the cost of 
starting and operating natural gas peaking units. 

Lack Of Fast-Start Pricing Undermines Carbon Pricing Programs  

When the calculation of wholesale market prices excludes the costs of starting and operating a 
natural gas peaking unit, it also excludes the cost of the GHG emissions of those units.  Natural 
gas peaking units tend to be relatively inefficient, as they burn more fuel per unit of electricity 
produced than other types of generation.  There are also significant GHG emissions from the 
fuel used to start the unit.  For example, CAISO’s DMM reports that a typical new 50 MW 
combustion turbine would emit approximately 2.7 metric tons of CO2 equivalent to start.14  

 
14 CAISO Department of Market Monitoring, 2020 Annual Report on Market Issues and Performance, at 
79, Tbl. 1.5.  (The table reports a “GHG emission rate” of 0.053165 mtCO2e/MMBtu, and a “Start-up gas 
consumption” of 50 MMBtu.  The product of these values is 2.658 mtCO2e.  CAISO’s OASIS reports a 
Greenhouse Gas Allowance Index Price of $32.46 for May 31, 2022, implying a GHG cost of $86.28 to 
start the unit. 
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These two factors make natural gas peaking units among the highest-emitting sources of 
electricity on the grid.  A lack of fast-start pricing results in wholesale market prices that do not 
reflect GHG emissions in the very hours that GHG emissions are likely to be the greatest, 
undermining efforts to reduce emissions and meet the environmental policy objectives that GHG 
pricing is intended to achieve.   

Conclusion 

How market prices are calculated—and how those rules are decided—has the potential to shift 
enormous amounts of value from one group of ratepayers to another, while at the same time 
undermining economic efficiency and key environmental objectives.  Our analysis shows that 
the CAISO’s exclusion of the cost of natural gas peaking units in its market prices—contrary to 
FERC policy and contrary to every other FERC-jurisdictional organized or bilateral market—has 
caused significant harm to ratepayers outside of California, has led to an inefficient use of 
resources, has masked the carbon-related costs of electricity, and has blunted incentives for the 
development of new storage projects and the selection of the most beneficial renewable 
resources.   

It should be noted that the magnitude of these impacts can be expected to grow over time.  Two 
of the key drivers of the cost of operating peaking units are natural gas prices and the prices of 
GHG emissions allowances.  Both of these prices are already markedly higher, on average, 
than they were during most of the 2017-2020 period covered by the analysis, and GHG 
allowance prices are forecasted to increase significantly in the years ahead. 

Powerex and PPC believe that the west needs to fully transition to a well-designed day ahead 
and real-time organized electricity market platform in order to achieve deep de-carbonization.  
But it must achieve this transition carefully, recognizing the importance of accurate wholesale 
market prices and the large volume of transactions that will be valued based on the pricing rules 
of the organized market instead of the bilateral negotiations that occur today.  Organized 
markets will only achieve their full intended benefit for all western ratepayers if they are 
designed to produce wholesale market prices that are efficient and accurate.   
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Policy History (1)
• Historically, standard FERC electricity market design often excluded 

fast-start generators from the calculation of LMPs.
– Unit Commitment Costs (aka “startup costs”): these costs were not factored into the LMP for 

any type of generator.
– Units generating at the resource’s minimum operating limit (PMIN) were not able to set price.

• In December of 2016 FERC issued a NOPR proposing to require each RTO/ISO 
to incorporate fast start pricing into its LMPs.

Accurate pricing of fast-start resources “can advance price formation by more 
transparently reflecting the marginal cost of serving load, which will reduce 
uplift costs and thereby improve price signals to support efficient in facilities and 
equipment.”

• In December of 2017 FERC withdrew its fast-start NOPR. The Commission 
explained that it had been persuaded by comments that proposed reforms 
may not “bring sufficient value in all RTOs/ISOs.” Instead, the Commission 
pursued a regional approach. FERC commenced Section 206 investigations in 
NYISO, PJM, and SPP. All three markets have adopted fast-start pricing.
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Policy History (2)
• Unlike coal plants or CCGT’s, fast-start units can synchronize to the 

grid quickly (less than an hour and typically faster) and have 
minimum run times of less than an hour. 

– Peakers are often committed in real-time to meet demand 
– Peakers often have a limited operating range and are “block-loaded” at a fixed quantity.
– Block loaded units (with limited flex) are ineligible to set price under standard LMP design.

• Fast Start Pricing provisions in NYISO, SPP, and PJM all include the 
following objectives: 

1. Allow fast start resources to set price 
• Relax the economic minimum operating limit by 100% for purposes of calculating LMPs. This 

allows any fast-start unit running any setpoint between 0 and PMAX to set price. 

2. Allow start-up costs of fast start resources to be incorporated into LMP. 
• These unit commitment costs are amortized across a unit’s minimum run time. 
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CAISO Policy
• The CAISO and DMM opposed the initial FERC NOPR and DMM 

intervened in the 206 investigations for NYISO, SPP, and PJM.

• The CAISO has not adopted Fast Start Pricing and therefore 
generally excludes peakers from the calculation of its LMPs

• CAISO includes fast start costs in its Scheduling Run and then 
excludes them in its Pricing Run. 
– A shift to fast-start pricing would not change the CAISO dispatch which is 

determined in the Scheduling Run. 
– The CAISO policy is limited to the Pricing Run and is purely about money. 

• CAISO’s failure to incorporate fast start resources into the LMP cuts against 
current FERC policy. Further, CAISO purports to need ever-increasing amounts 
of flexible ramping capability but does not want to send the appropriate price 
signal to the market to incent investment in resources such as storage and 
demand response which can provide the very service the CAISO needs.
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CAISO Policy Results in Suppressed LMPs and 
Inaccurate Price Signals

• The price signal sent to the market does not reflect the true, short-term marginal 
cost of production. 

• Difference between full, hourly, marginal cost of peaker and LMP revenue is 
conveyed separately to peaker via a side payment. These side payments are then 
recovered from load via an “uplift” charge.

• Peaker plants emit carbon, contribute to local air pollution, and are generally less 
responsive and flexible than hydro and storage resources. 

• Flexible, responsive, carbon-free resources such as hydro, batteries, and other 
flexible CAISO imports only receive the LMP. They are not only under-
compensated, but they also receive less compensation than peaker plants 
providing the same (or worse) service. The high degree of flexibility is not 
compensated and lack of unit commitment costs harms these resources.

“A decision to start a fast-start resource in real time, typically on short notice 
to meet some unforeseen or transient system need represents a marginal 

cost that should be reflected in prices.” 
New York Indep. Sys. Operator, Inc., 167 FERC ¶ 61,057, at PP 23 (2019)
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Study Objectives

• Determine how often fast-start (peaker) units are deployed in 
CAISO and throughout the WECC.

• Compare the estimated hourly marginal cost of peakers to 
CAISO/EIM LMPs and estimate the impact of excluding 
peakers from the price

• Estimate: (1) cost savings to load in the CAISO BAA, (2) inter-
regional impacts associated with energy flowing to California 
from other regions, (3) potential impacts to revenue for 
Northwest hydro generation 
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Energy GPS Methodology to Estimate Impact of 
CAISO Policy on LMPs

• Time period: 2017 through 2020

• Data: 
– EPA Air Markets Program Data (hourly fuel consumption, electricity generation, and 

emissions) for every power plant in the United States.

– Spot natural gas and GHG emission prices. Nodal and hub LMPs.

– Natural gas transport rates.

– VOM Estimates.

• Divided the WECC into four regions: PNW, NP15, SP15, DSW.

• Calculated the marginal cost by hour for each peaker dispatch during the 
time period. 

• Compared the hourly marginal cost to the LMP that peaker for that hour.

• Calculated the positive difference, if any, between the peaker marginal 
cost and the hub LMP.

• This difference between peaker cost and the published LMP’s reflects the 
impact of CAISO policy to exclude fast start costs from LMP.

• Results from one region are independent of results from other regions.
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Results Part 1

• Determine how often fast-start (peaker) units 
are deployed in CAISO and throughout the 
WECC.
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WECC Relies Heavily on Fast-Start Peakers to 
Meet Ramping Obligations and Demand

• Peakers in the WECC were started for a short-duration dispatch more than 
16,000 times in 2020. This pattern has been consistent for the 2017 to 2020 
time period.

• At least one peaker in the WECC was running for a short-duration dispatch 
during 68% of the hours from 2017 through 2020.

• The reported data includes 25 units in the PNW, 31 units in NP15, 30 units in 
SP15, and 56 units in the DSW. The states of NM, CO, WY, MT, and ID are not 
included in this analysis.

9

%

2017 2018 2019 2020 All Hours

WECC # of Fast Starts 19,222 16,728 16,157 16,268

WECC # of Hours with Fast Starts 6,012 6,067 5,692 5,953 68%

PNW # of Fast Starts 1,347 945 432 490

# of Hours with Fast Starts 1,672 1,431 682 871 13%

NP15 # of Fast Starts 4,288 4,111 4,188 3,789

# of Hours with Fast Starts 2,906 3,088 2,618 2,692 32%

SP15 # of Fast Starts 6,355 5,260 5,354 5,025

# of Hours with Fast Starts 3,502 3,489 3,486 3,359 39%

DSW # of Fast Starts 7,232 6,412 6,183 6,964

# of Hours with Fast Starts 4,597 4,251 4,248 4,313 50%



Average Peakers Running and MWh
All Regions | 2017 to 2020
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• An average of 20 to 31 peakers are running for a 
fast start dispatch during most evening hours in the 
WECC.

• The peakers which are running produce an average 
between 400 MW and 1,000 MW during these 
evening hours.

• The maximum hourly collective peaker output 
exceeds 2,000 MW during many months of the 
year.

DSW Data subject to revision; conclusions unchanged.



Peakers Running and MWh
NP15 | 2017 to 2020
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NP15 Highlights
• Peakers running during “When Marginal” ramp 

hours average from 7 to 10 units.
• Average peaker output during “When Marginal” 

ramp hours ranges from 200 MW to 400 MW.
• Maximum peaker output exceeds 1,000 MW 

during certain hours and is well above 500 MW 
during many of the ramp hours.

* “When Marginal” is designed to reflect those hours when CAISO policy suppresses LMPs. It includes only those hours when one or more peakers are running in the relevant market 
and at least one peaker has a marginal cost that exceeds the CAISO LMP for that hour. 



Peakers Running and MWh
SP15 | 2017 to 2020
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SP15 Highlights
• Peakers running during “When Marginal” ramp 

hours average from 8 to 13 units.
• Average peaker output during “When Marginal” 

ramp hours ranges from 200 MW to 400 MW.
• Maximum peaker output exceeds 1,000 MW 

during many hours.

* “When Marginal” is designed to reflect those hours when CAISO policy suppresses LMPs. It includes only those hours when one or more peakers are running in the relevant market 
and at least one peaker has a marginal cost that exceeds the CAISO LMP for that hour. 



Peakers Running and MWh
DSW | 2017 to 2020
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DSW Highlights
• Peakers running during “When Marginal” ramp 

hours average from 8 to 13 units.
• Average peaker output during “When Marginal” 

ramp hours ranges from 200 MW to 300 MW.
• Maximum peaker output exceeds in the range of 

500 MW to 750 MW during many hours.

* “When Marginal” is designed to reflect those hours when CAISO policy suppresses LMPs. It includes only those hours when one or more peakers are running in the relevant market 
and at least one peaker has a marginal cost that exceeds the CAISO LMP for that hour. 

DSW Data subject to revision; conclusions unchanged.



Peakers Running and MWh
PNW | 2017 to 2020
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PNW Highlights
• Peakers running during “When Marginal” ramp 

hours limited to 2 or 3.
• Average peaker output during “When Marginal” 

ramp hours ranges from 50 MW to 100 MW.
• Maximum peaker output in the range of 200 MW 

to 300 MW during morning ramp in winter and 150 
to 200 MW during other winter and summer ramp 
hours.

* “When Marginal” is designed to reflect those hours when CAISO policy suppresses LMPs. It includes only those hours when one or more peakers are running in the relevant market 
and at least one peaker has a marginal cost that exceeds the CAISO LMP for that hour. 



2017 to 2020 Dispatch Commentary

• Largest peaker deployment occurs in Desert Southwest and SP15 
during summer months.

• Peaker dispatch during the evening ramp is prevalent across all 
months.

• Peaker dispatch during the morning ramp is prevalent in winter 
months.

• PNW economic peaker dispatch is very small compared to other 
regions because hydro system provides similar service.

• PNW peaker dispatch is so small that PNW region must be viewed 
within the context of fast-start pricing in other regions. 

• Energy GPS has ongoing work to identify “peaking” hydro supply 
which serves same role as thermal peakers.
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• Evaluate the price impact of CAISO policy to exclude fast start 
costs from LMP in NP15, SP15, the Pacific Northwest (PNW), 
and Desert Southwest (DSW).

• Estimate: (1) cost savings to load in the CAISO BAA, (2) inter-
regional impacts associated with energy flowing to California 
from other regions, (3) potential impacts to revenue for 
Northwest hydro generation 
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Results Part 2



Summary of Price Impacts by Hour
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Regional Results: 
• Each region was evaluated independently and is not impacted by outcomes in other regions. 
• For example, the LMP impact in the PNW only reflects the application of fast start pricing to 

resources within the PNW itself.
• This approach is conservative as the market price in one region can be determined by a 

marginal fast-start resource dispatched in another region 
• Examining the potential impacts of fast start pricing on regional trade is discussed on a later 

slide.

DSW Data subject to revision; conclusions unchanged.



Price Impacts by Month/Hour for NP15
2017 to 2020
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• Left-hand matrix shows only those hours when the marginal cost of a peaker exceeds the LMP. 
It is the additional $ per MWh that would result in only those hours.

• The right-hand matrix takes the same money expressed in the left-hand matrix and divides that 
money across all hours of the year.

• Shading ties to MWh in each cell. Cells with darker shading have more MWh.



Price Impacts by Month/Hour for SP15
2017 to 2020
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• Left-hand matrix shows only those hours when the marginal cost of a peaker exceeds the LMP. 
It is the additional $ per MWh that would result in only those hours.

• The right-hand matrix takes the same money expressed in the left-hand matrix and divides that 
money across all hours of the year.

• Shading ties to MWh in each cell. Cells with darker shading have more MWh.



High Level Cost Savings Estimate for CAISO Load
Cost = (Hourly LMP Impact) x (Hourly Regional Load)
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• Cost estimates based on hourly load x hourly LMP impact. 
• Greater impact Q3 2018 through Q1 2019 driven by SoCal Gas price spikes.
• From Q2 2019 through Q4 2020 averaging about $1.2 billion per year.

$1.7 Billion $2 Billion $1.4 Billion $1.2 Billion



High Level Cost Savings Estimate for CAISO Load
Cost = (Hourly LMP Impact) x (Hourly Regional Load)
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• Same data is previous slide, aggregated annually rather than quarterly.



High Level Cost Impact for Imports to California
Cost = (Hourly LMP Impact) x (Hourly Regional Imports)
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• DSW Imports reflect data for imports to California from NV and AZ.
• PNW Imports reflect data for imports to California at COB (blue) and NOB (orange).
• Simplified estimate applying delta price in CAISO (NP15 or SP15) to tie line flows. While not a precise 

estimate due to potential congestion rent collected by California, it provides an estimate of the magnitude 
of the impact.

$175M $248M $182M $120M

$186M $206M $112M $127M

$175M $248M $182M $120M

$186M



2020 PNW Hydro Generation by Hour
2020 PNW Delta Hydro Generation by Hour
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Key takeaways:
• The PNW hydro system has storage and flexibility that allows it to ramp up and down in a manner that is similar to 

peakers.
• Exports from PNW to CAISO and the DSW are displacing peakers in other regions.
• Lack of fast start pricing results in compensation that fails to accurately reflect full value hydro provides 

Note: Hydro data is from EnergyGPS’ 60-dam data set which encompasses 92% of the installed hydro capacity in the US portion of the Columbia River basin.

Average hourly production by hour and month of the year for 2020 
(close to a normal hydro year as measured by January to July 
unregulated runoff at The Dalles):

Average hourly production for the relevant month less average 
production for that month. A positive value indicates production for 
that hour exceeds the monthly average:



Conclusions

• Peakers are dispatched frequently in the CAISO and the DSW.

• The volume of peaker dispatches in the WECC is material in terms 
of number of units dispatched, number of hours dispatched, and 
MWh dispatched.

• CAISO’s policy to exclude fast start costs from the calculation of 
LMPs suppresses LMPs in all regions and deprives other generators 
providing similar or superior services of revenue.
– Cost savings for CAISO load in range of $1.2 to $2 billion per year  

– Reduced revenue for CAISO imports from DSW in range of $120 million to $240 million per year.

– Reduced revenue for CAISO imports from PNW in range of $110 million to $200 million per year.

• The adoption of standard FERC policy related to fast start costs 
could impact prices in the following ways:

– Higher prices during morning and evening ramp hours.

– Higher prices during hours when PNW hydro increases production.

– Higher prices in CAISO. Likely higher in DSW and PNW.

– Higher congestion rents for transmission between PNW and CAISO.
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Technical Appendix
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Relative Impact on LMPs
Impact of “First Hour” compared to “All Hours”
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• Note: Each region is calculated separately. There are no estimates of inter-regional impacts in this table.
• There are two elements of FERC policy that CAISO does not adhere to: (1) exclusion of unit commitment costs (startup costs) 

from the LMP and (2) exclusion of units operating at economic minimum from calculation of the LMP.
• This table parses these two impacts. The total impact is reflected by the top, bolded line for each market.

• “% of Value if Peaker Sets Price During Startup Hour” shows the proportion of total attributable to Unit Commitment.
• “Additional Value if Peaker Sets Price Any Hour” shows additional impact of exclusion of units at economic minimum.

• Both of these policy choices have a material impact on LMPs.

Comparison of "First Hour" versus "Any Hour" Impact on LMPs
2017 2018 2019 2020 All

NP15 Total LMP Impact Across All Hours $5.13 $4.62 $3.61 $3.29 $4.16

% of Value if Peaker Sets Price During Startup Hour 63% 65% 69% 67% 66%

Additional Value if Peaker Sets Price Any Hour 37% 35% 31% 33% 34%

SP15 Total LMP Impact Across All Hours $8.34 $11.15 $8.20 $6.37 $8.52

% of Value if Peaker Sets Price During Startup Hour 63% 65% 69% 70% 66%

Additional Value if Peaker Sets Price Any Hour 37% 35% 31% 30% 34%

DSW Total LMP Impact Across All Hours $3.02 $1.13 $0.38 $0.77 $1.32

% of Value if Peaker Sets Price During Startup Hour 55% 54% 47% 57% 55%

Additional Value if Peaker Sets Price Any Hour 45% 46% 53% 43% 45%

PNW Total LMP Impact Across All Hours $2.00 $1.83 $0.66 $0.62 $1.28

% of Value if Peaker Sets Price During Startup Hour 64% 63% 58% 58% 62%

Additional Value if Peaker Sets Price Any Hour 37% 37% 42% 42% 38%

DSW Data subject to revision; conclusions unchanged.



Impact on CAISO Hub Prices by Year/Quarter/Hour
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Note: these results show the LMP impact when peaker costs exceed LMP. The results are illustrative but not weighted by record 
counts. For example, the Q2 impacts are much smaller than the Q3 impacts if weighted by the number of times it occurs.



Further Refinements Can Improve Quality of Analysis
Average SP15 LMP Delta With and Without $20 Threshold Applied
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• Challenge to understand which peaker dispatches are for reliability versus economic reasons. 
• Bottom line shows results for SP15 where peaker dispatches during hours with low LMPs (middle of the day) and the potential 

for solar curtailment are excluded. 
• Top line shows results as presented in this deck.
• Impact is meaningful but does not change overall conclusions.



Methodology
• Data:

– Hourly unit-level dispatch data from EPA. Includes MMBtu consumption, MWh 
production, and emissions data for every unit in the United States.

– Price and Cost Data: LMPs (CAISO), daily natural gas (ICE), allowed VOM (CAISO), 
natural gas transport (various).

– Market Volume Data: PNW hydro (EGPS/USACE), transmission flows (BPA, CAISO), 
load (various BA’s).

• Methodology:
– Study foot print: PNW (OR, WA, ID, MT), NP15, SP15, DSW (AZ, NV, NM, UT, WY)
– Define a fast-start as a dispatch which lasts four hours or less. Identify instances in 

the EPA data where fast-starts occur.
– Units eligible to set price during the first hour of dispatch.
– For each dispatch, calculate first-hour marginal cost. 
– Within each market region for each hour, take the highest marginal cost of all units 

eligible to set price in that hour. (LMP Proxy)
– Compare the LMP Proxy for that hour to the actual hub LMP. “LMP New” is the 

greater of LMP Proxy or the actual LMP in that hour.
– Delta LMP = LMP New less actual hub LMP for that hour.
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The Data
• EPA Air Markets Program Data (AMPD)

https://ampd.epa.gov/ampd/
– Date/Time Stamped, Hourly Data for all thermal electricity generators in 

the USA.
– Meta Data such as Facility Name, Unit ID, State, Prime Mover, etc.
– Flow data for each hour including MWh, MMBtu, CO2 emissions.

• Market data including:
– Real-time, 5-minute, LMP’s for nodes and hubs (aggregated hourly).
– Natural gas price data.
– Natural gas LDC delivery cost data.
– Demand and transmission flows.

• Meta Data
– Maps each facility to: LMP, state, region, market, LDC.
– Maps each facility to a natural 
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Analytical Process
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1. Regional Analysis:
a) Assign facilities to one of four regions based on state and balancing authority.
b) Estimate startup costs and LMP impacts for facilities within a region.
c) Identify a market hub for each region: SP15, NP15, AZPS, PACW from CAISO EIM data.

2. Estimate marginal cost for each unit for each dispatch: inputs include:
a) EPA Data:  MMBtu, tons of CO2, MWh of production.
b) Market Data: Natural gas price for relevant hub, carbon price where relevant.
c) Meta Data: LDC cost, VOM

3. Convert marginal cost calculations into unit-specific per MWh cost outputs
a) Sum all marginal costs for that unit from #2 above.
b) Divide marginal costs per unit by the MWh of production for the unit.

4. If a unit within each market meets the following criteria, it will be the marginal, price-
setting unit for that region and that hour:

a) The unit is in its “startup hour.”
b) The unit has the highest per MWh marginal cost of all units in in a “startup hour” for that hour.
c) The unit’s marginal cost is greater than the hub LMP for that hour.

5. Calculate market impact by comparing the estimated LMP of the marginal unit (from 
#4 above) to the hub LMP for that hour. That difference is the market impact.



Startup Cost per MWh
Detailed View

How to determine if a unit can set price:
• Units can only set price when they are eligible to be “marginal.” Under certain circumstances a unit cannot be marginal once it is going. For example, 

this occurs if pmin = pmax and the unit can only be turned off but not down.
• To simplify and be conservative (that is, make sure that no ineligible units are included in analysis), assume that unit can only set price during the 

hour of startup.

How to determine the Startup Hour:
• Define “Startup Hour” as the first and second hour of operation. For many units, the first hour of operation is a partial hour. Sometimes a small 

fraction of an hour. Some units have natural gas consumption and no MWh during the first hour. Or very few MWh relative to natural gas 
consumption.

How to determine Startup Hour Marginal Cost per MWh which is call LMP StartUp or “LMP_SU”:
• Startup Hour cost per MWh = total natural gas, carbon, and VOM costs for first two hours of dispatch divided by the total MWh during the first two 

hours of dispatch. This is defined as “LMP_Startup”.
• LMP Startup: Calculated for each hour for a unit eligible to set price. 

How to convert LMP StartUp for each unit into a single, marginal cost for that market for that hour:
• LMP Proxy: Calculated for each hour within a given market (e.g., NP15), the maximum LMP Startup across all units for that hour.

How to calculate LMP New for each market for each hour:
• LMP Hub: The LMP for the relevant hub for the relevant hour as published by CAISO.
• LMP New: The higher of LMP Proxy or LMP Hub.

How to calculate market impact --- or Delta LMP – in each hour:
• LMP Delta Hub: The difference between LMP Hub and LMP New
• LMP Delta Node Marginal: The difference between the nodal LMP for the marginal generator and LMP New. Has the exact same number of records 

as LMP Delta Hub. (will explain these later)
• LMP Delta Node Marginal+: Same as Delta Node Marginal but excludes hours when the LMP Delta Node Marginal is negative (that is, when LMP 

Proxy < LMP Node). This record count is less than LMP Delta Hub. (will explain these later)
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Helpful Book-Keeping Items

“Is Marginal” Flag

• This is a binary value of 0 or 1 for each unit for each hour.

• This flag is set to 1 in a given hour for only the unit that sets price for that hour. 

• There is only one unit with the flag set to 1 in any given hour in each market.

• The Is Marginal flag is only set to 1 if:

– It is in its Startup Hour.

– Its Startup LMP becomes LMP New because:
• Its LMP Startup becomes the LMP Proxy. 

• The LMP Proxy > LMP Hub.

• The flag is useful because it allows us to easily filter on and aggregate based upon the marginal unit.

“First Hour” Flag

• This is a binary value of 0 or 1 for each unit for each hour.

• This flag is set to 1 for a unit if it is the first hour of operation. Note that this is truly the first hour not the 
“Startup Hour”.

• There can be multiple units with this flag set to 1 in any given hour.

• This flag is useful because it allows us to count the number of units starting in a given market.
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Issues and Solutions
1. The first hour problem: Small volumes during first hour. Units can set price when they initially startup. 

Accordingly, trying to find the first hour of dispatch. EPA data reported hourly. There are many instances when 
the first hour is clearly a partial hour and sometimes a small fraction of an hour. There are hours with MMBtu’s 
and no MWh’s or disproportionate amount of MMBtu’s to MWh’s. Using a true first hour of dispatch to calculate 
marginal cost resulted in some exceedingly high marginal costs on small volumes. To address this issue, the 
startup hour is defined as the first and second hours of dispatch. The programming logic identifies the true first 
hour. Then the costs and production for the first two hours are aggregated to calculate a marginal cost. The 
calculated marginal cost is then applied to the second hour of operation which is considered the startup hour. 
There are two potential biases introduced by this logic: (1) under-estimates startup costs for some starts as they 
are amortized over two hours instead of one and (2) shifts the startup hour later by an hour in certain 
circumstances.

2. The local constraint problem: Startup reflects high cost local constraints rather than market-wide pricing. 
Startup unit is located in a constrained area, has a relatively high marginal cost, and is being started to address 
local issue. This occurs when LMP proxy (highest startup cost for a given hour in a given market) is established by 
a local reliability unit. EGPS has taken two steps to identify and address this issue. 

a) LMP Delta Node versus LMP Delta Hub. LMP Delta Hub takes the difference between the LMP Proxy and LMP Hub for that 
hour. LMP Delta Node compares the LMP Proxy to the LMP at the node for the unit that set LMP Proxy for that hour. This 
produces a different “delta” value than the LMP Delta Hub. The LMP Delta Node is usually, but no always, less than the LMP 
Delta Hub. While it is not certain that the LMP Delta Node would directly impact the hub for each hour, it addresses the issue 
of large gaps between what may be on the margin at the hub versus the node.

b) Visual inspection. It is possible to visually inspect the data in a number of ways. First, it is possible to examine the LMP Delta 
Node for each Facility. It is reasonably clear which Facilities are located in constrained areas and it is easy to see the 
dispatches. Based on this inspection, it would be possible to exclude one or more Facilities from the data set if they are 
predominantly solving local constraints. The initial review of the data indicates that this happens, but not often.

c) Visual inspection of the hours of dispatch. It is also possible to examine which hours of the day a unit is being dispatched. If the 
dispatches are occurring at night it is possible/likely that these dispatches are for local reliability. There are some, but not a lot, 
of examples of this. This is an area where more time could be invested.
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Challenges and Limitations of Study
• Impossible to perfectly estimate the counterfactual “what would prices have been with startup 

costs in the LMP”. 
– Did not attempt to re-dispatch the grid with new price signals. Assumed the same dispatch under alternative 

rules as observed with current rules. 
– Did not attempt to move MWh from lower cost region to higher cost region. Drew circle around each region.
– Given where peakers sit in the resource stack (at the top) and the large volume of peakers being dispatched 

in NP15, SP15, and the DSW, these units need to run and they likely will regardless of the pricing regime. 
– One caveat – once a market has a large battery fleet that could displace some of these peakers in certain 

hours, then the pricing regime (higher prices) would impact the products sold by batteries, when they would 
dispatch, and how they would manage state of charge. All the more reason to send the full price signal to 
the wholesale markets.

• While the regional divisions makes it feasible to calculate impacts to LMPs, it makes it harder to 
understand potential cross-regional impacts.

– Possible to use inter-regional flows to create ranges of potential impacts.
– This is an area that could use further study in the future to better understand implications for broader 

regional dynamics.

• Potential for units running to solve highly localized or specialized reliability needs to pollute the 
results with out-of-merit dispatch.

– Performed extensive visual inspection of data in Tableau. Identified several units that may be providing local 
support. Running calculations with and without those units did not materially change results.

– Calculated impact on LMP using nodal data in addition to hub data to see if there was a “high node” 
problem. While there are instances of high nodal prices (with lower hub prices) associated with dispatches 
from certain peaking units, calculating the market impact using the node rather than the hub did not 
materially change the results.
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